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The late 1960s and early 1970s saw the emergenceof a new literature
that
establishedthe "comparative method" as a fundamental componentof
the comparative politics enterprise.Comparative method was viewed as
the systematic
analysisof a relatively small number of cases(i.e., a ,,small n',), andwas
understood in contrastto the statistical,experimental,and case-sfudymethods.
A quarterof a cenfury later,we are now in the midst of a major new round
of
debateson this branch of methodology,and I wish to use my first letter from
the
presidentto make some observationsabout these debates.I focus here
on what
may be thought of as the division of labor in comparative politics between
the
comparativemethodand the statisticalmethod,and also on the issueof concepfual
validity, a long-standingconcern of the comparative method. I will refer
in my
discussionto six articles in this issueof the ltlewsletter thatreflect important
facets
of these debates.
Comparative Method vis-d-vis Statistical Method
How should we understandthe role of the comparativemethod in relation
to
the statisticalmethod?One view was offered in Arend Lijphart's seminalarticle
on
"comparative Politics and the comparative Method" (ApsR,
lgTI). Lijphart in
effect saw the comparativemethod as a way station,at which analystsmay
sropro
carry out initial testsof important hypotheses.Later, after scholarshave
done the
hard work to createmore sophisticateddata sets,they should move on
to research
designsbasedon strongerempirical tests,utilizing the statisticalmethod.
According to this initial formulation of Lijphart's view, the comparativemethod
shouldplay
an important, but perhapstransitional,role within any given substantive
area of
research.
Given that many scholarsbelieve that the statisticalmethod is "obviously,,a
strongerapproach,it is important to emphasizethat Lijphart subsequently
called
attention to strengthsand weaknessesof both the comparativeand ihe
statistical
method. He underscored,among other things, the advantagesof the comparative
method in dealingwith problemsof concepfualvalidity, suggestingthat perhaps
we
need to think of the comparativemethod as more than just u *uy station.
In that spirit, I view the comparativemethod as an important approachin
its
own right, one that is not limited to transitionalor exploratory work. Within
the field

of comparativepolitics, it remainsa central methodologywhich scholarsemploy
to accomplish important analytic tasks,
and to which they periodically return,
even at more "advanced" stagesof research.
The cycle of returning to the comparative method takes various forms.
First, it can be seenin the evolution of
researchon specific substantivetopics.
In a given area ofsfudy, a phase ofresearchbasedon statisticalanalysismay
be followed, rather than preceded, by
a phase in which small-n comparison
addscrucial insights.Scholarsroutinely
go back to a small number of casesto
assessthe validity of conceptualization
and measurement,as well as to refine
causalinferences.Thus, small-n analysis has an important role to play, even
when data for large-n studies are available.
A recent example of this sequence
is found in the democraticpeaceliterafure, which analyzes the apparent tendency of democraticcountriesto go to
war less frequently, at least with one
another.The Bennett and George article
below arguesthat an initial phasein this
literaturebasedon statisticalanalysishas
beencomplementedby subsequentwork
in the comparative case-studytradition.
Another example is found in the literature on the political economy of advanced industrial societies,in which a
central goal has been to evaluatepolitical explanationsof national economic
performance.In these studies, following an expansion of the n and a shift to
more complex statisticalmodeling based
data,
on pooledtime-seriescross-section
co n c e rn h a s s u b s e q u e n tl yb e en expressed about the reliability of causal
inferencesdrawn from this type of data.
One possibleroute to follow in light of

this concernis a new iterationof smalln research.
The recurring importance of the
comparativemethod is alsoevidentin the
trajectory of methodologicaldiscussions.
In debatesof the 1990son the relationship betweenquantitativeand qualitative
research,scholarshaverepeatedlygone
back to insights drawn from the comparative method. The contributionsbelow by Charles Ragin, John Stephens,
and Timothy McKeown reflect these
debates.Ragin comparesthe approach
to causal assessmentadopted by the
comparativemethod with that of the statistical method. He highlights the problem of establishing"sufficient" causes
and arguesthat this type of causationis
more effectively analyzedby a new approach to the comparative method based on"fuzzy logic" - than by statistical analysis. Stephensshows how the
comparativemethod and the statistical
method deal with the small-zeproblem,
Galton's problem, and the "black box"
problem, offering the interestingobservation that thesetwo methodscan suffer from similar dilemmas of indeterminacy in causal inference. McKeown
adopts a different point of departure
within the spectrumof methodologies,
focusing on how causalinferencescan
be constructedon the basisof evidence
and hypothesesderived from a single
case.He contraststhis case-basedapproach with the statisticalapproachto
causal inference, and his contribution
serves as a useful reminder of the degree to which comparative work ultimately restson the meticulousinterpretation of individual cases.
A return to the comparativemethod
is likewise seen in the trajectory some
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times followed by specific research
proj ectsundertakenby individual scholars. Within a given study, a scholar focusedon a small number of cases- for
example,a limited number of national
political regimes- may supplement the
small-n comparativeanalysisof national
units with further analysisfocused within
each country,basedon a large n. Such
within-case assessmentmight involve,
for instance,analysisof public opinion
data,national budgets,or other kinds of
within-nation datathat entail a large number of observations.However, to the
extent that the goal is to bring explanatory insightsfrom the within-case analysis back up to the level of the national
political regimesthat were the initial focus of concern,this ultimately remains a
small-Nanalysis.Hence,the scholarwill
return to the comparative method in the
final stageof the sfudy.
Finally, the recurring importance of
the comparative method is evident not
only among scholarspursuing alternative
methodologies,but also among analysts
using diversetheoreticaltools. For example, the forthcoming book sufirmarizedbelow by Petersonand Bowen includesfive chaptersin which game theorists test their models using carefully
executedsmall-n comparisons.
To summarize, one sees not onlY
periodic movement away from the comparativemethod,but alsoperiodic movement back to it. Let me explore this
theme further with reference to the issueof conceptualvalidity.

Conceptual Vulidity
validityisanabidingisConceptual
sue in comparativeresearch.The concern with validity is animated in part by
a recognition of the trade-off between
1) the drive to extend our theories and
hypothesesto a larger number of cases,
and2) the problem that ifwe extend them
too far, conceptual stretching may occur, in that our conceptsno longer validly fit our observations.This concern
likewise derivesfrom a fundamentalpreoccupation of many small-n analysts:

they worry that indicators employed in
large-n cross-national research frequently fail to measurethe conceptsthey
purport to measure.Whatevervision one
may have of the "scientific" stafus of
comparativepolitics, this vision must include a central concern with validity. A
focus on conceptualvalidity, correspondingly, has a prominent place in writing
on comparative method. Major statements in the 1970s include Sartori's
analysisof conceptualstretchingin "Concept Misformation in ComparativePolitics" (,4PSR,1970),and Przeworskiand
Teune's recommendationstn The Logic
of Comparative Social Inquiry (Wiley,
1970) for adaptingmeasurementto specific contexts,including potentially the
use of what they call system-specific
indicators.
Recent work has refined these Perspectivesin severalways. CharlesRagin
has developedan analysisthat parallels
Sartori's discussion of the intension
(meaning) and extension(domain of relevant cases)of concepts.Ragin introduces the label "double fitting" to charactertzethe processofmutual adjustment
between these two dimensions that often occurs in the course of concept formation. Shifts in meaning (i.e., in the
definition of the concept) can push the
analyst to adjust the corresponding domain of cases,and shifts in the domain
of casescan necessitatean adjustment
in the meaning, so as to maintain conceptual validity. Ragin suggeststhat in
much research,asthis double fitting proceeds,the domain of casesunder investigation may remain fluid during initial
phasesof a sfudy. Thus, in a comparative study of revolution, shifts in the definition of the main conceptcan dramatically changethe relevantdomain of positive and negativecases.Suchshifts likewise occur in the broader evolution of
scholarly researchprograms.
Given that establishingthe domain
of relevant casesis an essentialunderpinning for addressingvarious methodological issues,it is productiveto recognize thatthis initial fluidity in defining this
domain doesindeedoccur in many studies.It is impossible,for example,to make

judgementsabout selectionbiasuntil the
domain of casesis established.A warning about another kind of bias is also
essential.This processof double fitting
should be used appropriately to refine
concepts, and not inappropriately to
come up with a set of casesthat conveniently confirms the researcher'spreferred hypothesis.
A further contribution by Ragin to
the discussionof validity is summarized
in his article below. In a notabledeparture from his earlier focus on the dichotomousvariablesemployedin Boolean algebra,he exploresthe possibility
that the logic of fuzzy setsmay somevalid
m or e
a
offer
ti mes
operationahzationof our conceptsthan
doeseither dichotomousor quantitative
measurement.
Another aspectof validity, linked to
the idea of system-specificindicators,
is exploredbelow by Locke and Thelen.
Whereas system-specific indicators
were originallyproposed asan approach
to quantitative comparison, these authors suggestthat scholarsconducting
qualitative researchat times must engage in a parallel process of
"contextu alized comparison." Thus, to
generateconceptuallyequivalentobservations in relation to a given concept,it
is sometimes necessaryto focus on
what at a concretelevel might be seen
as distinct types of phenomena.For example, scholarswho study national responses to external pressure for economic decentralizationand fl exibihzation
are sometimesconcernedwith identifzing analytically equivalent "sticking
points" where sharp conflicts emerge
over this economic transformation.In
the domain of labor politics such conflicts ffi?y, in different countries, arise
over wage equity, hours of employment,
work-force reduction,or shop-floorreorganization. The scholar must look at
these different domains to make analytically equivalent comparisons that
correspondto the conceptof "sticking
point." Similarly, in Shapingthe Political A rena (P ri nceton, l99I ) , Rut h
Berins Collier and I appliedthe concept
of the "initial incorporation" ofthe labor

movement in a parallel manner,recognizingthat analytically equivalent observations linked to this concept entailed,
in concrete terms, somewhat distinct
phenomenain different countries.
Given the prominenceof Przeworski
and Teune's proposal for system-specific indicators,it is curious that in the
intervening years this approach has not
been used more frequently. Locke and
Thelen's examples of comparing
" pnv atization" and " globalization" across
the countries of EasternEurope help to
clarifu this puzzle. Theseexamplessuggestthat comparativistswho are closely
familiar with the contextsthey are comparing may in fact routinely employ this
approachof contextuahzedcomparison.
Yet they often do so instinctively, rather
than self-consciously.Following the
phraseof Moliere, it could be said that
comparativistsare sometimes "speaking prose" without recognizing it - i.e.,
carrying out contextualizedcomparison
without being explicit about it. Clearly,it
is preferableto make this practice explicit, and the Locke and Thelen article
should help push scholarsto do so.
Effective use of double fitting and
contextualized comparison requires
careful attentionto the strucfureof concepts,to how conceptsembodYmeaning, and to how scholarscan most effectively useconceptsin pursuit of their
analytic goals. The recent small-n and
casesfudy literafure on democratization
offers examplesof both successesand
failures in the use of concepts.These
successesand failures arise in part out
of scholars' responsesto two conceptu a l c hallengespos e d b y th e re c e n t
world-wide wave of democratization.
Analysts seekboth to increaseanalytic
differentiation in order to capture the
diverse forms of democracy that have
emerged,and also to avoid the conceptual stretchingwhich arises when the
conceptof democracyis appliedto cases
for which, by relevant scholarly standards, it is not fully appropriate.A dilemma arises from the fact that efforts
to increasedifferentiationthrough introducing finer distinctions may produce
analytic categoriesthat are more lulAPSA-CP lt{ewsletter

nerable to conceptual stretching.
Analysts have fine tuned their concepts in many different ways as they
pursuethesecontendingobjectives,including the creation of what may be
called "diminished" subtypesof democracy.For example,the conceptof "illiberal democracy" can serve to differentiate caseswhere the protectionof civil
liberties is seenas inadequate;and becauseit is a diminishedsubtype,it avoids
conceptualstretchingby specifrcallynot
making the claim that these are full instancesof democracy,which by standard definitions they clearly are not. In
the hands of careful, well-disciplined
scholars, such conceptual innovations
can yield better research.
However, this proliferation of conceptualforms alsohas a down side.For
example, the literature on democratization has spun out literally hundredsof
democraticsubtypes,and too often these
subtypeseither are not clearly defined,
or are not employedin a consistentmanner, or both. Consequently,any gains
that might be achieved in finer analytic
differentiation and/or improved concepfual validity may be cancelledout by the
resulting conceptualconfusion. When
such confusion arises,it is essentialfor
scholarsto engagein a self-conscious,
critical evaluation that systematically
appraisesexisting usageof conceptsand
seeks to channel it in more productive
directions.
who work closelywith
Researchers
a small n are supposedto have the advantage of "knowing their cases,"
therebyhelping them to avoid the problems of validify that may arisefor scholars who are not as familiar with the contexts they are studying. Yet in addition
to knowing their cases,scholarsneed a
disciplined understandingof how to employ concepts,along with a firm grasp
of how to organizeconceptsinto worthwhile theoreticalarguments.The challenges of learning and teaching these
skills, as well as applying them effectively in different substantivedomains
of research,must be an abiding concern
in the field of comparativemethod.
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